Announcing the First Annual

**Z.Link Photo Contest!**

Open to all members of the MIT community.

Prizes to include **skiing trips, foxtrot lessons, harbor cruises, Z.Link polo shirts**

This year’s topic: “Proletarians are so tacky!”

Rules and deadlines to be announced in our next issue

---

**Note: when we moved into our office, we found the following...**

---

**Words & Music by Murray the K...**

---

**For you see, it was about this time that the magic mushrooms ran out and the cartoonist started taking himself seriously...**

---

**Just then, a friend happened by and seeing the cartoonist's distress, offered him a swing of skin bender...**

---

**So Ford paid the cartoonist a visit...**

---

**WTF?**

---

**Next issue: Ford outside--looking in...**